SEASIDER BISTRO + WINE BAR + PATIO-----OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
On behalf of the Seasider Bistro, I want to take a moment to thank you the community for your
extraordinary support as well as the staff that work with us to go above and beyond for every
customer. Over the past weeks and months we have faced some of the most difficult challenges
any of us have ever experienced and as we move forward we will have more hurdles and
challenges ahead but we are committed to trying our very best.
As our community starts to reopen, we wanted to update you on our plans for opening the doors
again. We want to stress that importance of your health and safety, and that of our employees.
As we slowly start to open and find a new normal every decision we make will be with people
first. Throughout this crisis we have followed the guidance of our local health authorities and
we will continue to look to these authorities for guidance as we move forward over the coming
weeks and months.
We will be practicing the following safety measures, building upon the rigorous and
strict sanitation standards already in place. The list will include but not be limited to the
following:
Masks will be worn by employees at all times within the restaurant and all employees will follow
strict hygiene protocol at all times.
Employees will undergo health checks before entering the restaurant. If they present signs of
illness they will not enter the building.
Stringent Hygiene Protocol training has been implemented for all employees.
Hand sanitizer will be made available to guests visiting our restaurant and will be required to use it.
Groups will be sat six feet apart with a maximum of 6 people per table both in the restaurant and
on the patio.
All surfaces within the restaurant will be sanitized thoroughly between each use.
Washrooms will be cleaned more often with an inspection and cleaning sheet posted inside.
Single use menus will be provided or if guests prefer, they may view our entire menu online.
Guests will be asked to maintain physical distancing (6 feet apart).
We ask that guest pay their bill at the table so the hostess station is overwhelmed with line ups.
We know these measures will make our restaurant look a little different than people are used to,
but we our committed to safety first. Our commitment to bringing you fresh delicious food that
you enjoy has not changed.
For those of you who aren’t ready to dine with us yet, you can still enjoy our full menu for take
out. If and when you choose to dine with us, we want you to know that we are doing everything
we can to make you feel as safe as you do at home.
Our guests and employees are an extension of our family and our business is nothing without
our community support, so we would like to sincerely thank you for your unwavering support
during these unprecedented times.
We hope to see you soon and often!
Sharon Willis
General Manager
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